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(57) ABSTRACT 

A method (and structure) of extracting information from 
text, includes parsing an input sample of text to form a parse 
tree and using user inputs to de?ne a machine-labeled 
learning pattern from the parse tree. 
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METHOD AND SYSTEM FOR EXTRACTING 
INFORMATION FROM UNSTRUCTURED TEXT 

USING SYMBOLIC MACHINE LEARNING 

CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED 
APPLICATIONS 

[0001] The present Application is related to US. Provi 
sional Patent Application No. 60/586,877, ?led on Jul. 12, 
2004, to Johnson et al., entitled “System and Method for 
Extracting Information from Unstructured Text Using Sym 
bolic Machine Learning”, having IBM Docket 
YOR920040239US1, assigned to the present assignee, and 
incorporated herein by reference. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

[0002] 1. Field of the Invention 

[0003] The present invention generally relates to extract 
ing information from text. More speci?cally, in a relational 
learning system, a pattern learner module receives a small 
number of learning samples de?ned by user interactions in 
relational pattern templates format Wherein elements are 
de?ned in a precedence relation and in an inclusion relation, 
and calculates a minimal most speci?c generaliZation 
(MMSG) for these samples so that information matching the 
generaliZed template can then be extracted from unseen text. 

[0004] 2. Description of the Related Art 

[0005] Extracting relational information from text is an 
important and unsolved problem in the area of Unstructured 
Information Management. Many applications including 
search, question ansWering, and combining unstructured and 
structured information could bene?t from accurate extrac 
tion of relational information. 

[0006] The present invention deals With learning to rec 
ogniZe patterns in text (training data) that characteriZe the 
presence of a kind of information in the training data and 
applying the learned patterns to extract similar kinds of 
information from neW text (unseen text). In particular, the 
present invention deals With learning to recogniZe patterns 
that characteriZe When a particular relation exists betWeen 
textual elements, mentions of named entities, or phrases that 
are present in text. This type of learning from text is 
sometimes called ‘relational learning’. 

[0007] Each speci?c occurrence of a relation is termed a 
“relation instance”. Often, of particular interest is a relation 
that describes a kind of event that has occurred, that is 
occurring or that Will occur. In the setting of a relation that 
describes a kind of event, a relation instance may be termed 
an “event mention”. 

[0008] For instance, from a sentence such as “Jack Jones 
Was appointed CEO of XYZ Corp last Week”, a relational 
learning system might extract the relational information: 
[Relation: Appoint,Appointee: “Jack Jones”, Role: “CEO of 
XYZ Corp”]. 

[0009] From this example, it can be understood that rela 
tional learning involves a de?ned “relation” that includes 
one or more “parameters” that ?t into the relation “tem 
plate”. In the example, “Jack Jones” is the “Appointee” and 
“CEO of XYZ Corp” is the “Role”. “Appointee” and “Role” 
are the argument names of the “Appoint” relation. It should 
also be noted that the template implies a relationship 
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betWeen the arguments, such as the order of the argument or 
the interconnection understood by a Word or sentence struc 
ture, such as a verb or prepositional phrase relationship. The 
signi?cance of determining this relationship Will become 
apparent as the present invention is further described, since 
the inventors have recogniZed that a mere ordering of tokens 
is insuf?cient for effective information extraction. 

[0010] As an exemplary scenario for Which the present 
invention might be used is one in Which a user (exemplarily, 
a non-specialist) Wishes to search a database or perhaps the 
Internet to ?nd data items that, for example, identify CEOs 
of corporations. 

[0011] Basically, there are currently tWo main approaches 
for this relational learning problem: 

[0012] (1) manual development of patterns; and 

[0013] (2) learning patterns using machine learning 
techniques. 

[0014] Manual approaches are very costly to develop, 
since they require experts in computational linguistics or 
related disciplines to develop formal grammars or special 
purpose programs. Non-specialists cannot customiZe 
manual systems for neW domains, tasks or languages. 

ac me earmn a roac es a into tWo c asses: 0015 M h' l ' g pp h fll' l 

[0016] statistical approaches; and 

[0017] (ii) symbolic approaches. 

[0018] Machine learning approaches have the advantage 
that they require only labeled examples of the information 
sought. Statistical methods are quite popular, but they suffer 
from the problem of labeling suf?cient data accurately for 
training a model. This is a major problem for such 
approaches. 
[0019] Moreover, as the relations of interest vary from 
task to task and even from individual to individual, methods 
are needed to learn hoW to extract relations of interest on 
demand. Further, it Would be desirable that non-specialists 
be able to use the relational learning tool. 

[0020] There are currently no adequate solutions to the 
problem of trainable relation extraction systems, especially 
no adequate systems that can be used by non-specialists. 

[0021] Thus, a need continues for a method and system 
that, as relations of interest vary from task to task and even 
from individual to individual, learn hoW to extract relations 
of interest on demand. Further, it Would be desirable that 
non-specialists be easily able to use a relational learning 
system. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

[0022] In vieW of the foregoing, and other, exemplary 
problems, draWbacks, and disadvantages of the conventional 
system, it is an exemplary feature of the present invention to 
provide a system and method for developing learning pat 
terns that can then be used to automatically extract relations 
from text. 

[0023] It is another exemplary feature of the present 
invention to provide a technique that can be used by non 
specialists. 
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[0024] It is another exemplary feature of the present 
invention to provide a method that allows a user With no 
special knowledge of linguistics to dynamically de?ne pat 
terns on the basis of a small number of example sentences 
or pseudo-examples in Which the user has marked those 
named entity mentions that are involved in a relation 
instance. The de?ned patterns can then be used to identify 
relation instances in hitherto unseen sentences With high 
precision. 
[0025] It is another exemplary feature of the present 
invention to provide a method in Which only a feW samples 
are needed to de?ne a relation pattern for use in searching 
for similar patterns, including the case in Which a single 
learning sample can be used. 

[0026] To achieve the above exemplary features and oth 
ers, in a ?rst exemplary aspect of the present invention, 
described herein is a method (and structure) of extracting 
information from text, including parsing an input sample of 
text to form a parse tree and receiving user inputs to de?ne 
a machine-labeled learning pattern from the parse tree. 

[0027] In a second exemplary aspect of the present inven 
tion, described herein is an apparatus for relational learning, 
including a generator for developing a precedence inclusion 
(PI) pattern of a learning sample Wherein elements in said 
learning sample are machine-labeled to de?ne a precedence 
relation and an inclusion relation. 

[0028] In a third exemplary aspect of the present inven 
tion, described herein is a signal-bearing medium tangibly 
embodying a program of machine-readable instructions 
executable by a digital processing apparatus to perform a 
method of relational learning, the machine-readable instruc 
tions including a precedence inclusion (PI) pattern learning 
module for generating a PI pattern of a learning sample 
Wherein elements in said learning sample are machine 
labeled to de?ne a precedence relation and an inclusion 
relation. 

[0029] In a fourth exemplary aspect of the present inven 
tion, also described herein is a method of searching unseen 
text, the method including at least one of conducting a 
search of unseen text by developing a precedence inclusion 
(PI) pattern of at least one learning sample and using the PI 
pattern for comparison With unseen text and providing a 
computeriZed tool to a user for conducting the search. 

[0030] Thus, the present invention provides an improved 
method for relational learning in Which a non-specialist can 
intuitively use the tool that embodies this method to develop 
a PI pattern template to be used for comparison With unseen 
text. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

[0031] The foregoing and other exemplary features, 
aspects and advantages Will be better understood from the 
folloWing detailed description of an exemplary embodiment 
of the invention With reference to the draWings, in Which: 

[0032] FIG. 1 illustrates an overvieW block diagram of an 
exemplary embodiment 100 of the present invention; 

[0033] FIG. 2 illustrates a block diagram of the Linguistic 
AnalyZer 101; 
[0034] FIG. 3 shoWs an example of an actual output 
display of the Linguistic AnalyZer 101; 
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[0035] FIG. 4 illustrates a block diagram 400 of the PI 
Pattern Applier 106; 

[0036] FIG. 5 illustrates an exemplary screen shot 500 
from a demonstration system that illustrates the de?ning of 
a relation instance; 

[0037] FIG. 6 illustrates an exemplary screen shot 600 
from a demonstration system that illustrates the learning of 
a PI pattern; 

[0038] FIG. 7 illustrates an exemplary screen shot 700 
from a demonstration system that illustrates the application 
of a PI pattern; 

[0039] FIG. 8 shoWs an exemplary ?oWchart 800 of the 
learning phase; 

[0040] FIG. 9 shoWs an exemplary ?oWchart 900 of the 
application phase; 

[0041] FIG. 10 illustrates an exemplary block diagram of 
the major components of the modules of an exemplary 
softWare tool 1000 that embodies the present invention; 

[0042] FIG. 11 illustrates an exemplary hardWare/infor 
mation handling system 1100 for incorporating the present 
invention therein; and 

[0043] FIG. 12 illustrates a signal bearing medium 1200 
(e.g., storage medium) for storing steps of a program of a 
method according to the present invention. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF EXEMPLARY 
EMBODIMENTS OF THE INVENTION 

[0044] Referring noW to the draWings, and more particu 
larly to FIGS. 1-12, exemplary embodiments of the present 
invention Will noW be described. 

[0045] Machine learning approaches have the advantage 
that they require only labeled examples of the information 
sought. Much recent Work on relational learning has been 
statistical. One such approach that re?ects the state of the art 
for statistical methods is “Kernel Methods for Relation 
Extraction” by D. Zelenko, C. Aone, and A. Richardella, 
Where the learning is of a function measuring similarity 
betWeen shalloW parses of examples. Statistical methods, in 
particular, need to have a large amount of labeled training 
data before anything useful can be done. This is a major 
problem for statistical approaches. 

[0046] Work in another vein has concerned various 
attempts to accomplish relational learning by using heuris 
tics to learn ?nite state recogniZers or regular expressions, as 
exempli?ed by “Learning Information Extraction Rules for 
Semi-Structure and Free Text”, by S. Soderland. 

[0047] Finally, the automatic construction of rule-based 
systems, such as the RAPIER system described in “Rela 
tional Learning of Pattern-Match Rules for Information 
Extraction” by M. Califf and R. Mooney, has been 
attempted. 

[0048] In contrast, as described in the folloWing discus 
sion concerning the overvieW in FIG. 1 of an exemplary 
embodiment, the symbolic approach of the current invention 
is capable of generaliZing from a small number of examples 
(positive cases) and naturally lends itself to an iterative, 
interactive learning approach. 
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[0049] That is, in an interactive approach, a user might use 
the tool of the present invention to select a feW data as 
learning samples, use the tool of the present invention to 
generalize these learning samples, test its performance, and, 
if desirable, pick additional samples to improve the learning 
and thereby improve performance. Thus, the current system 
and method are dynamic. 

[0050] As mentioned, in contrast to conventional methods, 
the present invention can use only a feW samples for the 
initial learning. An example is given beloW in Which only 
tWo learning samples are used. It is noted that the tool 
performs even When only a single learning sample is used, 
even though a single sample does not ?t as neatly into the 
underlying mathematical theory. HoWever, the tool is still 
capable of handling this special case of a single learning 
sample. In this special case, the tool heuristically generalizes 
components for the parameters, such as names, locations, 
dates, etc., for the single pattern. HoWever, in general, it 
Would reasonably be expected that performance Would 
improve as more learning samples are added, particularly 
relative to being able to provide a more precisely-de?ned 
search template. 

[0051] This learning approach, together With the other 
aspects of the invention, means that a non-expert can use the 
system and method for learning patterns, simply by provid 
ing some examples and indicating Which information in the 
examples should be extracted and What, if anything, the 
pieces of information should be labeled. 

[0052] It can be said that the present invention is based on 
the marriage of deep parsing With a neW theory of symbolic 
pattern generation and, therefore, has a different technical 
basis from the approaches discussed above. It contrasts 
sharply With all of the above approaches in that it is based 
on learning from small sets of sentences that a person Would 
judge to be similar to one another. 

[0053] Moreover, it Will readily recognized that the 
approach of the present invention is tailored directly to the 
vision of the analyst de?ning the information extraction and 
the analyst’s dynamic needs, in a setting Where all the 
linguistics, computer science, and mathematics are kept 
under the table (e.g., transparent) so that a non-specialist 
user can easily and intuitively provide the steps necessary 
for the preliminary learning phase. 

[0054] The present invention employs the neW mathemati 
cal theory of precedence-inclusion patterns as the means of 
learning patterns from a small number of relation instances. 
These patterns are based on parsed text in Which named 
entity mentions are machine-labeled. The patterns so de?ned 
are then applied to other hitherto unseen sentences to ?nd 
neW relation instances With high precision. This neW type of 
symbolic pattern generalization (machine learning) algo 
rithm is used in conjunction With a general purpose parser 
that produces parse trees of sentences. 

[0055] An overvieW of the process 100 is shoWn in FIG. 
1 to demonstrate an exemplary embodiment of the present 
invention. The process 100 can be broken into tWo phases, 
the upper-level phase Ai learning process (e.g., A1, A2, A3), 
and the loWer-level phase Bi application process (e.g., B1, 
B2, B3). 
[0056] In the ?rst phase A, each sample sentence for the 
preliminary learning process is sequentially used as the basis 
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of de?ning a machine-labeled relation representing that 
sample sentence. In this step, a user interacts With the 
linguistic analyzer 101 in a process that includes individu 
ally parsing a small number of examples 103 into parse trees 
104, components of Which are then provided as inputs into 
PI pattern learner 102 to generate learning (learned) patterns 
105. 

[0057] In the second phase B, the learned patterns 105 
then become input patterns into PI Pattern Applier 106. Input 
documents from data source 107 are then individually 
evaluated by the linguistic analyzer 101, Which forms a 
parse tree 108 of each unseen text document or sentence, 
Which then is compared With the generalization of the 
learned patterns 105. The output, the extracted information 
109, are unseen text documents that match the pattern of the 
generalization of the learned patterns 105. 

[0058] In an exemplary embodiment shoWn in FIG. 1, the 
system also uses a named entity detector to chunk and label 
names of things, such as people, places, dates, times, mon 
etary amounts, occupations, positions, and organizations, in 
conjunction With a general parser for the language of inter 
est. The named entity chunking phase reduces the complex 
ity of the parse tree and provides useful class labels for key 
arguments, such as, in the exemplary scenario, Person, 
Place, and Organization. 
[0059] Using a general parser means that the syntactic 
analysis phase of the system does not have to be manually 
constructed or altered for particular domains or tasks. HoW 
ever, in principle, the invention could be used Without a 
named entity recognition phase, and it could be used With a 
specialized parser or a partial parser that does not produce 
complete parses of sentences. 

[0060] More speci?cally, in the present invention, given a 
set of parse trees of, presumably, related sentences (e.g., the 
learning samples 103), the neW symbolic pattern generali 
zation algorithm determines, in a mathematically precise 
sense, the most speci?c generalization of the set of trees, and 
this generalization can then be applied to other parse trees 
(e.g., parse trees 108) to determine if any of are instances of 
the learned generalization. 

[0061] In addition, by associating pieces of information in 
the example sentences With elements in a relation or tem 
plate, the system them can extract the corresponding infor 
mation from matched trees. The speci?c type of structures 
used in the present invention is original, as is the method of 
generalization. Speci?cally, the structures learned (so-called 
“precedence inclusion patterns”) are more general than 
trees, Which are the structures commonly used in computa 
tional linguistics. 

[0062] In the state of the art, a generalization of a set of 
trees is also a tree (e.g., a more general tree). In contrast, 
Within the theory applied here, the generalization of a set of 
trees, represented as precedence-inclusion patterns, is not, in 
general, a tree. This generality has practical implications for 
the invention, as described in the detailed material beloW, in 
that a “best generalization” (e.g., a Minimal Most Speci?c 
Generalization (MMSG)) is generated for the learned struc 
tures. In contrast, other approaches to symbolic generaliza 
tion are ad hoc in that there is no formal notion of a best 
generalization. 
[0063] That is, the present inventors consider that parse 
trees by themselves, as currently conceived, are, from a 
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technical point of vieW, seriously de?cient as a basis for 
learning patterns of linguistic constituents of sentences from 
small numbers of examples. The problem is that, in general, 
there is no constituent structure tree that functions as a 

mathematically Well-de?ned “best generalization” of a ?nite 
set of constituent structure trees. 

[0064] To overcome this de?ciency, the present invention 
is based on the mathematical theory of precedence-inclusion 
patterns, as discussed in the above-referenced Provisional 
Application No. 60/586,877, the contents of Which are 
hereby incorporated by reference. 

[0065] As stated above, other knoWn approaches to sym 
bolic generalization are ad hoc, in that there is no formal 
notion of a “best generalization.” In contrast, the approach 
of the present invention is very general, lending itself to 
learning over many types of structures: full parse trees, 
partial parses. Indeed, patterns can be generalized across 
sentences. The approach has been implemented and another 
key part of the invention deals With the ef?cient implemen 
tation of the generalization process. 

[0066] Another non-limiting example of varying the 
embodiment shoWn in FIG. 1 includes using heuristic Ways 
to improve the practical utility of the algorithms in an 
application. As non-limiting examples, synonym sets or 
online resources, such as WordNet, or ontologies, or other 
techniques from computational linguistics can be used, 
Which, When combined With the fundamental algorithms of 
the present invention, can result in improved generalization 
performance. 

[0067] FIG. 2 illustrates a block diagram of components 
of an exemplary linguistic analyzer 101 used in the present 
invention. The Named Entity Annotator (NE Annotator) 201 
identi?es named entities mentioned in text input 103, 107 
and stores the information it ?nds as text annotations, either 
as a sequence of characters in text or a sequence of Words in 
text. 

[0068] The parser 202 used in the linguistic analyzer is 
one that “respects the named entity annotations.” This 
expression means that the named entities mentions, Which 
may span several Words, that are identi?ed in text by the NE 
annotator 201 are treated as single tokens by the parser 202. 

[0069] FIG. 3 provides a sample 300 of an actual output 
104, 107 of the Linguistic Analyzer 101. As shoWn in FIG. 
1, this output could be due to the action in either the learning 
phase (e.g., A3) or the application phase (e.g., B3). The input 
sentence 301 is “Carlson acquired Ask Mr. Foster in 1979.” 
The named entities 302 from the Named Entity Annotator 
201 are also shoWn. Since named entity annotation preceded 
parsing, the Word “Ask” Was included in the name of an 
organization, and so it Was not treated as a verb by the parser, 
thus improving the accuracy of the parser. 

[0070] FIG. 4 illustrates a block diagram 400 of the PI 
Pattern Learner 102. Relation De?nition User Interface 
submodule 401 enables the user to: (1) name a relationship; 
(2) specify the number of relation arguments and their 
names; and (3) store this information in memory. It is even 
possible for a relation to have zero arguments, and this 
Would be the case if the user had an interest in simply 
de?ning patterns characteristic of a certain kind of text 
Without identifying speci?c slot ?llers. 
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[0071] Relation Instance De?nition User Interface sub 
module 402 enables the user to: (1) choose a relation 
de?nition stored in memory by the Relation De?nition User 
Interface 401; (2) select a text corpus processed by the 
Linguistic Analyzer module; (3) choose text, Which often, 
but not necessarily, are single sentences, from the corpus; (4) 
identify relation instances in the chosen corpus consistent 
With the chosen relation de?nition, including none, some, or 
all, of the slot ?llers in the chosen text; and (5) compute, 
name, and store PI patterns containing this information in 
memory accompanied by the original text giving rise to the 
PI pattern. 

[0072] User Interface for the Selection of Instances and for 
Computing Generalizations submodule 403 enables the user 
to: (1) vieW relation instances stored in memory by User 
Interface submodule 402; (2) select tWo or more of those 
relation instances; and (3) compute, name, and store in 
memory a PI pattern that is a generalization of the selected 
instances. 

[0073] It is noted that, generally, it is neither practical nor 
useful to vieW the complete structure of relation instances, 
due to their complexity. Instead, just critical parts, such as 
the original text, the name of the relation, and the text ?lling 
the slots (e.g., the relation arguments), normally need to be 
vieWed. 

[0074] FIGS. 5, 6, and 7 illustrate exemplary screen 
displays 500, 600, 700 from a prototype demonstration of 
the tool that embodies methods of the present invention. 

[0075] FIG. 5 shoWs an exemplary screen display 500 
from the demonstration system that illustrates the process of 
de?ning a relation instance. The user selects this display 500 
by the “Instance De?nition” tab 501 in the upper menu bar. 
The screen 500 contains an upper panel 502 for vieWing a 
corpus of sentences that have undergone linguistic analysis 
and for selecting a sentence from that corpus by, for 
example, user inputs from a mouse. 

[0076] The middle panel 503 permits the user to examine 
a particular sentence that is to be the basis of a pattern 
containing a relation instance and to select linguistic ele 
ments (e.g., a noun phrase, a prepositional phrase, etc.) from 
that sentence. The bottom panel 504 enables the user to 
construct a relation instance in a step-by-step fashion based 
on items selected in the middle panel by associating argu 
ment names (e.g., “Previous Position”) With pattern ele 
ments (e.g., “vice president and chief ?nancial of?cer”, 
Which is the head of a noun phrase and Which is treated as 
a single token because it Was identi?ed as an OCCUPATION 

entity in the course of the linguistic analysis of the sentence). 

[0077] Note that the bottom panel 504 also contains a text 
?eld 505 in Which the relation instance can be given a name 
and can also be saved, so that it can later be retrieved using 
that name. 

[0078] FIG. 6 shoWs an exemplary screen display 600 
from the demonstration system that illustrates the learning of 
a PI pattern. That is, this ?gure re?ects an implementation of 
submodule 403 (User Interface for the Selection of Instances 
and for Computing Generalizations submodule). 

[0079] At the start of this stage, a set of sentences has 
already been processed in Which named entities have been 
identi?ed and in Which the sentences have been parsed. For 
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each sentence, based on user inputs, a PI pattern has been 
generated from the parse by the Relation Instance De?nition 
User Interface 402 and stored in memory. 

[0080] Using the screen 500 exemplarily illustrated in 
FIG. 5, a user has determined that each of these sentences 
contains an instance of the “ExecutiveChange” relation, 
Which takes ?ve arguments (alternatively termed “slot ?ll 
ers”) called “Person”601, “Previous Position”602, “Previ 
ous Company”603, “NeW Position”604, and “NeW Com 
pany”605. The elements of the PI pattern that correspond to 
slot ?llers in these sentences have all been determined by the 
user, and this information has been stored as part of the 
stored PI patterns. 

[0081] TWo of the sentences 606, 607 have been selected 
and displayed in FIG. 6. The basis for selection Was the 
user’s judgment that the sentences Were structurally similar. 
The user chose and entered the name “hasBeenNamed” for 
the generaliZation 608, Which caused the system to compute 
and store a Minimal Most Speci?c Generalization (MMSG) 
609 of the tWo selections. 

[0082] The MMSG is a smallest representation of exactly 
the structure common to both the selected instances. It is 
computed by an implementation of an algorithm given in the 
theory discussed in the above-referenced Provisional Appli 
cation and brie?y described later. 

[0083] FIG. 7 is a screen shot from a demo system using 
the pattern learned (e.g., FIG. 6) to ?nd hitherto undiscov 
ered instances of the “ExecutiveChange” relation. Thus, this 
?gure re?ects an implementation of the functionality of the 
“PI Pattern Applier” Module 106 in FIG. 1. It is noted that 
a corpus selection dialog and a means for the user to tell the 
system Where to store the results are not shoWn in this 
representation. 

[0084] In relating FIG. 7 back to the vieW of FIG. 1, at the 
start of this stage represented in FIG. 7, a set of learned 
generaliZations 105 has been obtained that include the 
“hasBeenNamed” generaliZation. There is also a corpus of 
sentences 107 processed by the Linguistic AnalyZer 101, in 
Which named entities have been identi?ed, and in Which the 
sentences have been parsed (e.g., 108). The user’s intent at 
this stage (e.g., 109) is to ?nd neW relation instances in this 
large corpus 107. 

[0085] FIG. 7 shoWs that the user has selected the “has 
BeenNamed” PI pattern 701, the “hasBeenNamed” PI pat 
tern has been applied to each sentence in the corpus, and the 
results of this computation have been stored and displayed 
to the user. 

[0086] When the “hasBeenNamed” pattern is applied to 
the corpus (e.g, by using selector 702), (1) each processed 
sentence is loaded in turn into memory, (2) then a sentence 
PI pattern is computed based on the named entities present 
and the parse of the sentence, and (3) then the system carries 
out a computation that constructs all pattern-preserving 
maps from the selected “hasBeenNamed” PI pattern to each 
sentence PI pattern, provided that such a map exists. The 
construction of each pattern-preserving map signi?es the 
discovery of an “ExecutiveChange” relation instance, 
including those slot ?llers able to be identi?ed, that can be 
reported to the user and stored in memory. TWo matching 
sentences 703, 704 are shoWn in FIG. 7. 
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[0087] It is also noted the this stage shoWn in FIG. 7 Was 
arrived at by selecting the “Apply to Text” tab 705 at the top 
of the Graphical User Interface display. Similarly, the stage 
shoWn in FIG. 6 Was initiated by selecting the “Select & 
Learn” tab 610. 

[0088] From the above description, it can noW be recog 
niZed that the exemplary relation extraction system of the 
present invention can be described as combining the fol 
loWing three elements: 

[0089] 1. Named Entity (NE) Annotation 

[0090] This terminology is also called “Named Entity 
Mention Detection”. NE Annotation may be based on sta 
tistical machine learning, dictionary lookup, hand-Written 
regular expressions, etc. 

[0091] 2. General Linguistic Analysis 

[0092] In an exemplary embodiment, this element is 
implemented as deep parsing via IBM’s Slot Grammar 
technology, but it can be implemented in any parser that 
respects the NE Annotation of the ?rst element. The general 
linguistics analyZer is con?gurable via ontologies and dic 
tionaries. 

[0093] 3. NeW Approach to Relation Extraction 

[0094] This neW type of symbolic machine learning is 
based on the neW mathematical theory of “Precedence 
Inclusion Patterns.” The learning of Precedence-Inclusion 
patterns is a type of symbolic machine learning based on the 
neW mathematical theory of pattern generaliZation devel 
oped by one of the co-inventors, as presented in the above 
referenced Provisional Application. This neW theory of 
symbolic learning is suitable for learning patterns from 
structures describing hoW elements are arranged With 
respect to one another and, in particular, as embodied in the 
present invention, from parse trees. This technique is 
capable of learning accurate generaliZation from a feW 
examples (e.g., only tWo examples, or even a single 
example), unlike the current statistical machine learning 
approaches that require hundreds or thousands of labeled 
instances of training data. 

[0095] An advantage of using the general linguistics 
analysis is that the clause-level structure of language 
becomes domain-independent. 

[0096] HoWever, general linguistic analysis has a disad 
vantage in that general parsers are typically less accurate 
than domain-speci?c parsers. Additionally, special expertise 
is typically required to extend or correct general parsers. 

[0097] To overcome these problems, the present invention 
combines NE annotators, Which may be domain-speci?c, 
With a general parser to improve the quality of parses. As an 
added bene?t, identi?cation of Named Entities Will help in 
learning PI patterns and in applying those patterns to ?nd 
relation instances in text. 

[0098] Precedence-inclusion patterns, “PI patterns” for 
short, are a neW class of mathematical objects developed by 
one of the present inventors that include, but are substan 
tially Wider than, constituent structure trees. The theory of PI 
patterns is explored in detail in the paper “Precedence 
Inclusion Patterns and Relational Learning,” by Frank J. 
Oles, the subject of the above-identi?ed Provisional Appli 
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cation and Which paper has been submitted for publication 
to Theoretical Computer Science. 

[0099] To further explain the concepts present in the 
Theory of Precedence-Inclusion Patterns, the following sen 
tence “Mary Went to the store” can be said to have a pattern. 
The same pattern appears in the following three sentences: 
“Last night, Mary Went to the store”; “Mary Went quickly to 
the store”; and “Mary Went to the neW store.” 

[0100] HoWever, the basic pattern is not present in “Mary 
Went to the movies after the store closed,” even though this 
last sentence contains the same sequence of tokens: “Mary 
Went”, “to”, “the store.” 

[0101] The conclusion to be reached is that patterns in text 
should involve more than identifying sequences of tokens, 
even tokens With types assigned. Therefore, relative to the 
present invention, in de?ning text-based patterns, tWo inter 
related strict partial orders are used: 

[0102] 1. Strictly precedes: x<y, as illustrated by: 

[0103] Mary<Went<to the store. 

[0104] 2. Strictly includes: x3 y, as illustrated by: 

[0105] 
[0106] It should be noted that the above sentences dem 
onstrate that the partial order concept is related to the 
analysis of language. 

to the store D store. 

[0107] Apattern P generaliZes a pattern Q When there is a 
pattern-preserving map from P to Q. Thus, if parentheses are 
placed into sentences to represent sentence structure deriv 
able from parsing, there are pattern-preserving maps from 
“(Mary Went (to the store))” to each of “(Last night Mary 
Went (to the store))”; “(Nary Went quickly (to the store))”; 
and “(Mary Went (to the neW store))”. But, there is no pattern 
preserving map from “(Mary Went to the store)” to “(Mary 
Went (to the movies) (after the store closed))”, since the 
parenthetic structures derived from parsing are inconsistent 
in these tWo sentences. 

[0108] Roughly speaking, PI patterns are sets (1) equipped 
With tWo strict partial orders—called precedence and inclu 
sion—that interact With one another through laWs called 
interactive transitivity and interactive irre?exivity, and (2) 
Whose elements may be assigned attributes. PI patterns have 
a precisely-de?ned concept of generaliZation based on the 
existence of a pattern-preserving mapping from a general 
pattern to a more speci?c one, Which provides a principled 
setting for exploring pattern generaliZation. 

[0109] This Well-founded approach to pattern generaliZa 
tion has deeper consequences. It leads to the fact that each 
nonempty set of PI patterns has a most speci?c generaliZa 
tion (MSG) that is again a PI pattern. Conceptually, an MSG 
plays a similar role to a least general generaliZation in 
inductive logic programming. Unfortunately, there is noth 
ing canonical about an MSG of a set of patterns. HoWever, 
it is a theorem that every nonempty ?nite set S of ?nite PI 
has a precisely de?ned best MSG, again a PI pattern, called 
a “minimal most speci?c generalization” (MNSG) of S. 
Moreover, an MMSG of a nonempty ?nite set of ?nite PI 
patterns is unique up to isomorphism. 

[0110] The theory described above Was developed inde 
pendent of any particular approach to parsing in mind, and 
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it is compatible With partial parsing approaches that do not 
attempt to fully analyZe sentences. HoWever, this theory can 
be used most advantageously With full parsers, such as 
English Slot Grammar (ESG), aided by statistical named 
entity recogniZers. 
[0111] In the present invention, PI patterns are learned 
from small numbers of example sentences that contain Event 
mentions, and the learned PI patterns are then applied to 
other sentences in order to ?nd neW Event mentions. For this 
task, sentences in Which named entity mentions are 
machine-labeled are parsed by ESG. 

[0112] As shoWn by the exemplary ?oWchart of FIG. 8, 
the learning phase 800 proceeds as folloWs: 

[0113] In step 801, the user picks out or creates a similar 
example sentence describing an Event of interest. It might be 
preferable, but is not necessary for the operation of the tool, 
that at least tWo similar sentences be presented. 

[0114] In step 802, the user indicates the Entity mentions 
that ?ll the Event’s argument roles in each example sen 
tence. 

[0115] In step 803, the parser Will parse the sentence, and, 
in steps 804 and 805 the PI Pattern Learner 102 Will compute 
PI patterns for each of the example sentences, including the 
information about the event of interest and compute the 
MMSG of the example PI patterns, Which Will necessarily 
contain What might be called a “generalized event”. 

[0116] In step 806, the user Will indicate either that another 
example sentence Will be entered, by choosing the “Instance 
De?nition” tab from the menu at the top of the tool display, 
thereby returning to step 801, or Will exit the learning phase. 

[0117] To ?nd Event mentions in neW, unseen sentences, 
the application phase Will proceed in the folloWing manner 
exemplarily shoWn in the process 900 of FIG. 9. The user 
enters this application phase by selecting the “Apply to 
Text” menu tab 705 (see FIG. 7). 

[0118] In steps 901 and 902, a sentence is received from 
the document corpus and parsed into a parse tree. In steps 
903, and 904, the PI Pattern Applier 106 computes the PI 
pattern of this sentence and, if the PI pattern is determined 
to be a special case of the MMSG of the learning phase by 
computing a pattern-preserving map from the more general 
pattern to the more speci?c one if there is one, determines 
the ?llers for the argument roles of the event mentions in the 
sentence. If a pattern-preserving mapping Was found in the 
previous step, in step 905 the PI Pattern Applier 106 
determine the ?llers for the argument roles of the Event 
mentions(s) in the sentence. In step 906, this sequence is 
continued for all sentences of the corpus. 

[0119] FIG. 10 illustrates an exemplary block diagram 
1000 of the major components that might comprise a com 
puter tool for implementing the present invention. Graphical 
User Interface (GUI) module 1001 alloWs the user to pro 
vide inputs 1002 and provides the display information 1003 
for the screen displays, such as discussed for FIGS. 5-7. 
Control module 1004 provides the control instructions to 
interconnect the various modules and to control the infor 
mation passing therebetWeen. The functions of the linguistic 
analyZer 101, PI pattern learner 102, and PI pattern applier 
106 have been previously discussed. Memory interface 1005 
controls the How of information betWeen local memory, as 
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Well as the How of information to a possible database such 
as might contain the corpus documents for either the learn 
ing examples 103 or the input documents 107 used in the 
search phase. Of course, it should be noted that, if the input 
documents for the search phase is directed to a search over 
an external netWork 1006, then the tool 1000 Would include 
a netWork interface 1007, exemplarily shoWn in FIG. 10 as 
a submodule of the control module 1004. 

[0120] An important note is made here that, although the 
present invention has been discussed as used to execute a 
search through a database or a series of databases or data 
sources, it should not be considered as being so limited. 
Thus, for example, the present invention might be utiliZed in 
environments in Which there is no ?xed database or data 
sources but, rather, a real-time data source. As one possible 
non-limiting example, the present invention might be used 
for searching real-time text data in an intelligence-gathering 
environment, Wherein no discrete and readily-identi?able 
database exists. 

Illustration of Technical Approach 

[0121] For an actual demonstration of the approach of the 
present invention, a small corpus of real English sentences 
that contain many events of the same type, but still exhibit 
linguistic variability, Was created. Since it Was desirable not 
to be impeded by the problem of named entity coreference 
resolution, a corpus Was used in Which events of interest 
Were fully described in single sentences. 

[0122] This corpus, containing 280 sentences and head 
lines, Was constructed from short neWs stories found on the 
ExecutiveSelect.com Website. These stories dealt With 
executive position changes. Named entity mentions, speci? 
cally PERSON, LOCATION, OCCUPATION, and ORGA 
NIZATION, Were marked in the corpus by hand, and all 
sentences Were parsed in the corpus With ESG. 

[0123] In an experiment, tWo similar example sentences, 
containing instances of a relation that Was called the Execu 
tiveChange relation. This is an “Event”, in ACE terminol 
ogy. Automatic Content Extraction (ACE) is a Federal 
government NIST program having an objective to develop 
technology for extracting content from natural language 
text. ACE organiZes annual competitive Workshops to 
advance this objective. 

[0124] In this experiment, the ExecutiveChange Event 
Was de?ned to have ?ve arguments called Person, Previous 
Position, Previous Company, NeW Position, and NeW Com 
pany. Thus, each ExecutiveChange Event could be vieWed 
as a template With ?ve slots to ?ll. Here is the ?rst example 
sentence (see item 606 of FIG. 6): 

[0125] William R. Graber, previously serving as vice 
president and chief ?nancial officer of The Mead Cor 
poration, has been named as senior vice president and 
chief ?nancial of?cer of McKesson HBOC, Inc./ 
(NYSE~MCK) of San Francisco, Calif. 

The PI pattern derived from the parse tree of this sentence 
has 24 elements. 

[0126] And here is the second example sentence (see item 
607 of FIG. 6): 

[0127] Brad Yopp, previously serving as director 
?nance and administration of Ivex Packaging Corpo 
ration, has been named as treasurer of Research, Inc. 
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The PI pattern derived from the parse tree of this sentence 
has 14 elements. 

[0128] While these tWo example sentences resemble each 
other strongly (in particular, the verb forms are the same), it 
should be noted that there are signi?cant differences. The 
parse tree of the ?rst one, having 48 nodes, is almost tWice 
as large as the parse tree of the second one, Which has 28 
nodes. The nodes that correspond to arguments for the 
ExecutiveChange Event Were then marked in each sentence. 

[0129] Note that this marking of nodes by a user requires 
no special knoWledge of linguistics. In the ?rst sentence, the 
slot ?llers turned out to be, respectively, pattern elements 1, 
5, 7, 12, and 16. This relation instance, including attributes 
of elements that come from the ESG parse tree, can be 
displayed as folloWs: 

[0130] KnoWn ExecutiveChange relation instance: 

[0131] Person : 1 --> <hd ={“c= William R. Grab 
er”“W= William R. Graber”}, ph ={“PERSON”“subj 

[0132] Previous Position : 5 --> <hd ={“W= vice presi 
dent and chief ?nancial of?cer”“c= vice president and 
chief ?nancial of?cer”}, ph ={“OCCUPATION”“sg 
propn noun objprep”} > 

[0133] Previous Company : 7 --> <hd ={“c= Mead 
Corporation”“W= Mead Corporation”}, ph ={“ORGA 
NIZATION”“sg”“propn”“noun”“objprep”} > 

[0134] NeW Position : 12 --> <hd ={“W= senior vice 
president and chief ?nancial officer”“c= senior vice 
president and chief ?nancial of?cer”}, ph ={“OCCU 
PATION”“sg”“propn”“noun”“objprep”} > 

[0135] NeW Company : 16 --> <hd ={“W= McKesson 
HBOC”“c= McKesson HBOC”}, ph ={“ORGANIZA 
TION17<<1COnjI,‘£Sg17“prOpn”“nOun”} > 

[0136] The ExecutiveChange Event in the second sen 
tence is similarly identi?ed, and can be displayed as folloWs: 

[0137] KnoWn ExecutiveChange relation instance: 

[0138] Person : 1 --> <hd ={“c= Brad Yopp”“W= Brad 
Yoppu}, ph={“PERSON”“Subju“sgu“propnu“nounu} > 

[0139] Previous Position : 5 --> <hd ={“W= director 
?nance and administration”“c= director ?nance and 
administration”}, ph ={“OCCUPATION”“sg”“propn 
”“noun”“objprep”} > 

[0140] Previous Company : 7 --> <hd ={“c= Ivex 
Packaging Corporation”“W= Ivex Packaging Corpora 
tion”}, ph ={“ORGANIZATION”“sg”“propn 

[0141] NeW Position : 11 --> <hd ={“W= treasurer”“c= 
treasurer”}, ph ={“OCCUPATION”“sg”“propn 
noun objprep”} > 

[0142] NeW Company : 13 --> <hd ={“c= Research, 
Inc”“W= Research, Inc”}, ph ={“ORGANIZATION 
I,“sgl’“propnu“nounzu<objprepu} > 

The product pattern of these 2 PI patterns has 336 
elements. 

[0143] Next, a J ava® package Which can be applied to any 
PI pattern generaliZation problem, computed the MMSG of 
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these tWo patterns, Which is not a parse tree, and in Which 
there is a generalized ExecutiveChange relation instance that 
says nothing speci?c about the text that appears in the slot 
?llers. The MMSG of these 2 patterns has 15 elements. 

[0144] The constructed generalized ExecutiveChange 
relation instance is partially described as: 

[0145] Person : 1 --> <hd ={}, ph ={“PERSON”“sub 
jI,“sglurpropnlurnounu} > 

[0146] Previous Position : 5 --> <hd ={}, ph ={“OCCU 
PATION”“sg”“propn”“objprep”“noun”} > 

[0147] Previous Company : 7 --> <hd ={}, ph ={“OR 
GANIZATION”“sg”“propn”“objprep”“noun”} > 

[0148] NeW Position : 11 --> <hd ={}, ph ={“OCCU 
PATION”“sg”“propn”“objprep”“noun”} > 

[0149] NeW Company : 13 --> <hd ={}, ph ={“ORGA 
NIZATION”“sg”“propn”“noun”} > 

[0150] Note that the MMSG has more elements than the 
smaller of the tWo example patterns that generated it. This is 
an indication of the fact that one does not get an MMSG by 
deleting pattern elements in one PI pattern that somehoW do 
not match any element in another PI pattern. When a 
program applies this pattern to the corpus, thirteen neW 
mentions of the ExecutiveChange Event Will be discovered 
in a feW seconds, such as: 

[0151] Lance J. Bennett, previously serving as vice 
president and associate general counsel of The Dime 
Savings Bank of NeW York, has been named as vice 
president and general counsel of Dime Community 
Bancshares, Inc. 

[0152] The neW ExecutiveChange relation instance that 
Was found is: 

[0153] Person : 1 --> hd ={“W= Lance J. Bennett”“c= 
Lance J. Bennett”} 

[0154] Previous Position : 5 > hd ={“c=vice president 
and associate general counsel”“W= vice president and 
associate general 5 counsel”} 

[0155] Previous Company : 7 --> hd ={“W= Dime 
Savings Bank of NeW York”“c= Dime Savings Bank of 
NeW Yor ”} 

[0156] NeW Position : 12 --> hd ={“c= vice president 
and general counsel” W= vice president and general 
counsel”} 

[0157] NeW Company: 14 --> hd ={“c=Dime Commu 
nity Bancshares, Inc”“W= Dime Community Banc 
shares, Inc”} 

[0158] Although the ExecutiveChange Event slot ?llers 
that come from sentences containing the verb form “has 
been named” could have been found by Writing a simple ad 
hoc program, the important points to keep in kind are that 
this processing can be done in a completely general Way, and 
no knoWledge of linguistics is needed on the part of a user 
to de?ne PI patterns that can then be used to extract 
knoWledge from text. It is noted that, in the very limited tests 
carried out to test the present invention, no errors Were made 
in ?nding arguments for the ExecutiveChange Event. 
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[0159] It is also noted that the above demonstration shoWs 
that it is possible for one of the example sentences to have 
an active verb and the other to have a passive verb. Addi 
tionally, the technique can handle the absence of some 
relation arguments from an example used to generate a PI 
pattern. 

[0160] Brief Description of the Mathematical Theory of 
Precedence Inclusion Patterns 

[0161] The folloWing very brief discussion of the math 
ematical theory underlying the present invention is further 
discussed in a paper entitled “Patterns Based on Multiple 
Interacting Partial Orders” by one of the co-inventors, Frank 
J. Oles of IBM TJ Watson Research Center, YorktoWn 
Heights, NY. 10598, as presented in the above-referenced 
Provisional Application 60/586,877. 

[0162] It is ?rst noted that the mathematical theory encom 
passes more than the method discussed above to extract 
information from unstructured text, since the theory addi 
tionally applies to extraction of information from images. 
Thus, the present invention can be vieWed as a concrete 
implementation of a someWhat narroW, speci?c application 
of this neW mathematical theory as it relates to text. That is, 
the tool of the present invention is not currently imple 
mented to apply the precedence inclusion pattern theory to 
image analysis, and it is expected that several problems need 
to be solved before the theory can be embodied in a tool for 
images. HoWever, the interested reader is invited to read this 
paper for more details of this mathematical theory than is 
discussed beloW. 

[0163] The referenced paper outlines a theory of patterns 
Where the patterns are based on multiple interacting strict 
partial orders. For instance, a pattern extracted from a video 
may have as its elements some picture elements occurring in 
individual frames of the video. There are four natural strict 
partial orders relating those elements: elements may be 
ordered by the ordering of the frames in Which they occur, 
and elements Within a single frame may be above one 
another, to the left of one another, and included Within one 
another. 

[0164] Other examples come from parsing text (e.g., the 
subject of the present invention), Where linguistic entities in 
a parse tree may precede one another or they may contain 
one another. In fact, categories of What is referred to in the 
paper as “2-patterns” include among their objects constitu 
ent structure trees, as they are normally de?ned in compu 
tational linguistics. 

[0165] As mentioned previously, the theory in this paper 
Was motivated by current problems of relational learning, an 
important kind of inductive learning in Which one Wishes, 
from knoWn training instances of related elements of struc 
tures, to create general rules for identifying elements of 
other structures that bear the same relation to one another. 

[0166] For instance, one may Wish to learn from text 
examples patterns expressing the fact that a disease has a 
symptom (a binary relation) or that a person has a position 
in a company (a ternary relation). As another example, one 
may Want to learn the properties that some nucleotide 
sequences have in common as Well as learning out hoW to 
pick out a particular subsequence of interest (a unary rela 
tion). 








